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Abstract: Regular patterns are the most interesting and 

critical area of knowledge data mining. Regular 

patterns are more useful than the frequent patterns as 

they deal with occurrence behaviour rather than 

occurrence frequency. So far the algorithm proposed 

for regular pattern mining uses constant threshold 

which leads to loss of some information about regular 

itemset. As the length of the itemset (number of items 

in itemset) increases it is optimal to increase the 

threshold proportionally. Hence in this paper we 

propose an algorithm to mine regular patterns with 

multilevel threshold. In this we used vertical format of 

database as this makes pruning process easier to find 

regular itemset. 

 

Keywords: Data mining, Regular Itemset, Regular 

Pattern, Vertical Database, Regular Closed Pattern. 

 

1.  Introduction 

 
Frequent pattern mining is one of the most focused area 

in data mining. Finding of frequent itemset 

significantly became a huge task in order to find 

association rules, strong rules etc., Pramod S, O.P. 

Vyas [13] disclosed in a survey about Horizontal layout 

based data mining techniques like Apriori Algorithm, 

Dynamic Itemset Counting (DIC), Partitioning 

Algorithm, Direct Hashing and Pruning (DHP) 

Algorithm, Sampling Algorithm, Continuous 

Association Rule Mining Algorithm and also Projected 

database based data mining techniques like FP-growth 

Algorithm and H-mine Algorithm. There are many 

number of algorithms proposed in this area. Another 

important observation is vertical Layout based 

algorithms are faster than Horizontal layout based data 

mining techniques but require large memory space. 

Projected database based data mining techniques 

performs more efficient than all the above indicated 

algorithms as there is no need to generate candidate 

sets. Frequent pattern algorithms use support threshold 

named min_sup to find itemset occurrence. More than 

that this min_sup support count and correlation 

constants are also used enhance the reliability of the 

patterns. Sequential patterns, cyclic patterns, periodic 

patterns are some of the various different approaches in 

this field of research. All the above algorithmic 

approaches concentrate mainly on occurrence 

frequency but not on occurrence behaviour. Regular 

pattern mining is an emerging area in recent days. 

  

2.  Related work 

 
Tanbeer C.F. Ahmed [3] launched a new problem of 

discovering Regular Patterns that follow a temporal 

regularity in their occurrence behaviour. The pattern 

which occurs in a database with the help of user given 

maximum regularity measure is termed as regular 

pattern. The same problem is prolonged in Data 

Streams. A tree based data-structure, called RPS-tree 

[4] that captures user-given regularity threshold and 

mines regular patterns in a data stream with the help of 

FP-growth algorithm. This is conditional pattern based 

algorithm and corresponding conditional trees is put 

forth. The rise in the significance of data streams has 

directed to the analysis of online mining of frequent 

itemsets and mining user interest patterns to gain 

knowledge over data streams in different forms. It plays 

a fundamental role in the process of Knowledge 

Discovery.Frequent pattern mining introduces closed 

itemset mining by its own criteria in data mining 

applications. Recently, regular itemset mining captured 

a lot of consideration in the research of data mining 

because of its study about occurrence behaviour of the 

itemset. Sequential patterns, Cyclic patterns, Periodic 

patterns are some of the variations in this line of 

approach. All these algorithms emphasize mainly on 

the occurrence frequency but not on the occurrence 

behaviour. 

     G.Vijay Kumar et al. [1] introduced the concept of 

mining regular patterns in transactional databases using 

vertical format. L.S.S. Reddy and M. Sreedevi [2] 

introduced mining regular closed patterns in 

transactional databases for a user given regularity 

threshold and support. 

       The existing algorithms and implemented methods 

only says that mining regular patterns using constant 

threshold at all the levels of mining k-itemset using 

closed patterns. Finding regular closed patterns using 

sliding window protocol is efficient and less time 

consuming.  

        It is to be proved that the algorithm which is 

proposed can give better results when we consider the 

parameters like time and memory. Hence our algorithm 

does a new means of mining regular itemsets with 

varying threshold at each level. Such a basic proposal 
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came up with the idea as the level of k-itemset 

increases, there is also an increase in the threshold 

value. Then most of the information can be saved and 

less number of itemsets can be lost, but not as many as 

that are resulting from the previous methods. Along 

with this we follow vertical format to decrease the 

count of database scans. We mine the regular patterns 

based on the periodicity at each level. This ensures 

mined regular patterns should occur for every 

considered periodicity. We consider periodicity here in 

order to prune the transactions from dataset as soon as 

it is not satisfying the max_reg value. 

     In this paper we introduce a new algorithm MRISM 

to mine regular itemset with varying threshold at each 

level of k-itemset. In MRISM algorithm we increase 

the regularity at each level without increasing the base 

regularity. If we increase the base regularity we get 

more single itemset leads to many k-itemset but they 

might be far from the real time scenario. Instead if we 

increase the regularity level wise we get more reliable 

regular patterns. The execution time and the memory 

utilization are almost same for both the algorithms. 

 

Example database 

 

TrId Itemset 

1 I2I4 I5 I9 

2 I1 I3 I6 

3 I7 I8 

4 I1 I3 I9 

5 I1 I3 I6 

6 I5 I8 I9 

7 I2 I4 I7 

8 I1 I3 I6 I9 

9 I7 I8 I10 

10 I4 I5 I9 

11 I1 I3 I6 

12 I2 I8 I10 

 

Table 1. Transactional Database 

 

Itemset TrIds Periods  Regularity 

I1 2 4 5 8 11 2 2 1 3 3 

1 

3 

I2 1 7 12 1 6 5 0 6 

I3 2 4 5 8 11 2 2 1 3 3 

1 

3 

I4 1 7 10 1 6 3 2 6 

I5 1 6 10 1 5 4 2 5 

   I6 2 5 8 11 2 3 3 3 1 3 

I7 3 7 9 3 4 2 3 4 

I8 3 6 9 12 3 3 3 3 0 3 

I9 1 4 6 8 10 1 3 2 2 2 

2 

3 

I10 3 6 7 9 12 3 3 1 2 3 3 

0 

 

Table 2. Vertical Data Format 

 

Itemset TrIds Periods Regularity 

I1 2 4 5 8 11 2 2 1 3 3 1 3 

I3 2 5 8 11 2 3 3 3 1 3 

I6 2 5 8 11 2 3 3 3 1 3 

I8 3 6 9 12 3 3 3 3 0 3 

I9 1 4 6 8 10 1 3 2 2 2 2  3 

I10 3 6 7 9 12 3 3 1 2 3 0 3 

I1 I3 2 4 5 8 11 2 2 1 3 3 1 3 

I1 I6 2 4 5 8 11 2 2 1 3 3 1 3 

I3 I6 2 5 8 11 2 3 3 3 1 3 

I8 I10 3 6 9 12 3 3 3 3 0 3 

I1 I3 I6 2 5 8 11 2 3 3 3 1 3 

 

Table 3. VDRP - Table k = 1 and 2 

 

Itemset TrIds Periods Regularity 

I1 I3 I6 2 5 8 11 2 3 3 3 1 3 

I1 I3 I9 4 8 4 4 4 4 

 

    Table 4. VDRP – Table  k=4 

 

3. Problem Definition 

 

Let X={i1,i2,i3….iz} be set of items present in all the 

transactions of transactional database. Each transaction 

t in database is of the form t=(Trld, X). Trld 

(Transaction Identity) is number, works as key. X is an 

itemset (pattern) containing various combinations of 

items. i.e. X={ia,ib,….,ih} where ia,ib,ih∈ I. Let T 

={t1,t2,…tn} constitutes the database DB. Size of 

database (number of transactions in DB) is n=|DB|. A 

transaction Tj containing pattern X is indicated by 

Tj(X). S⊆ X and 1<=j<=n. The regularity of X is 

calculated as R(X) = Maximum {p1(X), 

p2(X)…..pm(X)}. P1(X), p2(X), pm(X) are the periods of 

X (the difference between two consecutive transactions 

of X).Let ti and tj be two consecutive transactions 

contains pattern S then Pk(X)=tj-ti for some k. Let tp and 

tq are the first and last transactions containing S then 

P1(X) =tp-0 and Pm(S)=n-tq. λ is the base regularity 

threshold and λi varies as the length of itemset 

increases. 

 

4. Algorithm 
 

Algorithm Mrism(X, λ) 

{ 

for (p=1 to m)     //m=|VDB| 

    { 

rp=regularity(Xp); 

if(rp> λ) 

         { 
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delete(Xp); 

continue; 

           } 

for ( q=p+1 to m) 

    { 

if(length(q)>1) 

{ 

λl = λ + (length(q)/2)*C; //C is constant value 

} 

else 

{ 

λl   =   λ ; 

} 

rq = regularity(T(q)) 

if(rq>λl) 

          { 

              Delete (q); 

           } 

else 

           { 

λl = λ +length(q)/2)*C); 

rpq = regularity(T(p,q)); 

if(rpq>λl) 

                  { 

delete(p,q); 

                   } 

else 

                     { 

                            X=X U X(p,q); 

                             n=n+1; 

                      } 

        }                

     } 

 } 

} 

 

algorithm Regularity(T(X)) 

{ 

   // T(X) set of transactions containing pattern X 

 // tfirst(X) and tlast(X) are first and last transactions of 

T(X) 

   r = tfirst(X)  // first period Pfirst(X)=tfirst(X)-0; 

for ( t(X)= tfirst(X)+1 to tlast(X)) { 

           P(X) = t+1(X)-t(X); 

if (p(X) > r) {  

                 r = p(X); 

         } 

Plast (X) = n-tlast(X);  // n=|DB| 

if (Plast(X) > r) { 

            r = Plast(X); 

        } 

        Return (r); 

     } 

 

Algorithm Explanation 

 

Usually database would be designed to store the itemset 

with transaction id as key column as shown in table 1 

known as transaction databases. Before executing the 

algorithm, the transactional database (Table 1) is to be 

converted into vertical format i.e., itemset and the 

corresponding transactions are mentioned in table 2. 

Our algorithm starts with the first item of the table 2 (I1 

in our example) and then finds the regularity. If the 

regularity is greater than the user given regularity 

threshold this is avoided from the database (pruned). As 

the regular itemset follow downward closure property, 

a non regular item cannot be part of regular itemset. 

Hence the regularity threshold used is the base 

regularity threshold to check regularity of these itemset 

of length 1 (i.e., contains only one item). Once the first 

regular itemset of length 1 is found, algorithm proceeds 

to find another regular itemset of length 1. (I3 in our 

example). 

       If we continue the same process further then we 

have to store the regular items in the header table and 

further process the data for the itemset of length 2,3 and 

so on. Instead our algorithm finds the intersection of 

the transaction ids of these two regular items and then 

calculates the regularity of the resultant itemset of 

length of 2. This regularity is now verified with λ2 not 

with λ1. λ2 is the threshold for itemset of length 2. This 

is attained by dividing the length of itemset by 2 and 

multiply with a constant value and further add to the 

base regularity threshold λ1. If this itemset is regular 

then included in the table along with the transaction ids 

and the number of transactions n is updated. Hence in 

this process all the supersets of first regular itemset 

with length 2 are obtained. As this process continues 

with I6 the itemset of length 3 (I1 I3 I6) is obtained along 

with supersets of length 2. Here in our example if the 

regularity threshold is not updated the regular itemset I1 

I3 I9 would be unidentified.It requires simple operations 

like union, intersection, subtraction etc., When regular 

k-item set is used to generate regular (k+1)-item set, the 

mode of intersection of any two sets is used. Pruning is 

done in order max_reg (R). If R is greater than user-

given regularity threshold, the algorithm prunes the 

corresponding itemset. 

 

5. Experimental Results 

 
In this section we are recommending the experimental 

results by conducting analysis on synthetic data-set 

TD100k. We came up with the experimental analysis 

using PRISM algorithm which has fixed regularity and 

then on MRISM which uses variable regularity as the 

length of the itemset increases. While we compare both 

the algorithms PRISM and MRISM with the same base 

regularity value on the same dataset T10I4D100k 

dataset and Kosarak dataset, we found some interesting 

patterns of higher length. 
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Fig 1 shows the no of regular patterns obtained on 

MRISM algorithm and PRISM algorithm on Kosarak 

dataset. In kosarak dataset we took 100k records with 

0.5 % as base regularity. Using MRISM algorithm 

more no of regular patterns are obtained when 

compared to PRISM algorithm.  

     Fig 2 shows number of regular itemst obtained for 

MRISM algorithm and fixed regularity algorithm over 

T10I4D100k dataset with 0.7% regularity.  Fig 3 shows 

the shape of the curves for both algorithms which are 

obtained after conducting many tests with different 

regularity thresholds.     

     Fig 4 shows the execution time over fixe

algorithm and MRISM algorithm with different 

regularities over T10I4D100k dataset. The execution 

time of our algorithm is almost same as that of fixed 

regularity algorithm. Hence the results are obtained 

with minor variation in time. 

 

 

Figure 1. No of regular patterns over prism &mrism

onkosarak dataset 

 

 

Figure 2. No of regular patterns over prism &mrism on 

TD100k dataset 

 

 

Figure 3. Curve for T10I4D100k dataset
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MRISM algorithm and PRISM algorithm on Kosarak 

et. In kosarak dataset we took 100k records with 

0.5 % as base regularity. Using MRISM algorithm 

more no of regular patterns are obtained when 

Fig 2 shows number of regular itemst obtained for 

gularity algorithm over 

T10I4D100k dataset with 0.7% regularity.  Fig 3 shows 

the shape of the curves for both algorithms which are 

obtained after conducting many tests with different 

Fig 4 shows the execution time over fixed regularity 

algorithm and MRISM algorithm with different 

regularities over T10I4D100k dataset. The execution 

time of our algorithm is almost same as that of fixed 

regularity algorithm. Hence the results are obtained 

 

No of regular patterns over prism &mrism 
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Curve for T10I4D100k dataset 

 

 

Figure 4. Execution Time over T10I4D100k

 

Table 5. Memory utilization

 

 10k 30k 50k

PRISM 5712 16176 27440

MRISM 5720 16184 27448

difference 8 8 8 

 

Table 5 shows memory utilization of MRISM 

algorithm and constant regularity algorithm on various 

size datasets. The difference between the memory 

utilization of the two algorithms is almost negligible. 

The memory utilization and execution time of the two 

algorithms are almost same but we get more regular 

patterns with MRISM when compared to the normal 

fixed regularity algorithm. 

 

6. Conclusion

 
Thereby concluding the proposed algorithm MRISM 

yields better results than the existing algorithms by a 

simple variation with the rise in the threshold value and 

the produced results demonstrate the variation and 

efficiency in the parameters like memory consumption 

for the itemsets storage, time consumption for the entire 

k-itemset mining and finally the number of itemsets 

occurrences. 

     With this we conclude that our algorithm MRISM 

with varying threshold gives better and effic

The parameters such as memory and number of items 

occurrences found efficient than the previous 

algorithms.  

      In order to decrease the number of database scans 

every time for the number of items we use vertical 

conversion of transactions. This method is efficient and 

scalable over large databases and faster efficient 

compared to the earlier algorithms. The e

results shows that our MRISM method proves better in 

regular pattern mining. 
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